
My favorite fall activities is hiking! Laramie

has many close hiking trails close to it and

they are always so fun to go and explore.

Especially with the changing colors of the

leaves, it is a great place to take pictures as

well!

As a transfer peer mentor I want to help

make the transition as smooth as possible for

all incoming cowboys. Transferring from two

colleges, I have learned the in and outs of

college life. If I don't know the answer to

something, I will do my best to find out or put

you in contact with someone that can help!

My favorite thing about my

hometown is the lake. During

the summer it is a great place

to go boating, camping, or

having a campfire with your

friends! It also has a ton of

hiking trails!

I enjoy spending my free time

traveling, hanging out with

friends, and catching up on the

newest Netflix series.
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The thing I was most nervous

about transferring to UW was the

size. Coming from two colleges

that were rather small , I was

extremely scared on how I would

acclimate to a school of this size.

After some time here I have come

to realize that the University of

Wyoming is a great place and

people are always here if I have

any questions. This allowed me to

quickly feel like I fit in and that I

am meant to be here.

WHAT I WAS NERVOUS

ABOUT

ADVICE FOR TRANSFERS

Get involved! Joining a club,

interacting in your classes, or

getting an on campus job allows

you to meet people and expand

your network!

I am currently studying finance.

I have always enjoyed dealing

with numbers and have come

to love to teach people about

money and the types of ways

that money can grow itself. As I

get closer to graduation, I hope

to help more people learn how

to better save and invest their

money.
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